
AUDI AND BENZ

Compare the Audi and Mercedes Benz brands, side by side, to see why one might be a better choice than the other. Jim
Hudson Audi is happy to arrange a test.

This will give these vehicles the potential, very soon, to become the new standard-bearer for automotive
design. This piece is more of a high-level overview of the two cars and how they are alike and different from
behind the wheel, rather than a nitty gritty dive into their all-electric drivetrains. Charge ports sit ahead of the
front doors and feature a light-up E-Tron logo, while the slim character blades at the bottom of the doors are a
new styling element inspired loosely by the side blades on the R8 supercar. It exhibits less vertical body
motion and tighter lateral controls than the bigger Audi. You can get rid of a big bonnet since you no longer
need to house eight or twelve cylinders, and give this room over to the passenger compartment. Ditto on price.
The Model X has range and performance locked up, but the world of electrified SUVs no longer belongs to it.
That front seat features a similar level of adjustability as the Mercedes and offers optional heating and
ventilation. The Mercedes, on the other hand, are considered as somewhere near to be the symbol for
designing the most luxurious, comfortable and feature loaded vehicles. The Volvo, on the other hand, is
available 2 diesel variants and 1 petrol variant. Technology What really sets Mercedes-Benz apart from the
luxury car competition is their innovative technology, with many industry firsts for many technologies,
helping to enhance safety, comfort, convenience and performance. Exterior speakers issue a subtle warning
note below urban speeds to protect pedestrians, but beyond that, the EQC runs entirely silent. The biggest
surprise about the E-Tron is just how large it is. We like the conventional profile, which more or less mirrors
the GLC-Class crossover. Like the 3 Series, it has a new infotainment system, plus a more refined and
efficient engine. It charges at 32 amps on a volt outlet, and going from 10 to percent in 10 hours. Factor in the
most body lean, making it the least keen to change direction, and you find yourself adopting a more leisurely
pace. While the Tesla Model X still makes the most sense, Mercedes-Benz, Audi, and Jaguar are all offering
products that will force consumers to make a tough decision. The other cars are also in their sportiest guises.
But the sales people told us that it needed to appeal to not only early adopters but to a broad audience as well,"
says Andreas Mindt, Audi's head of exterior design. Electric blue accents and a unique script for the tailgate
badges help this Mercedes stand out from its gas-powered siblings. Engagement is quick off the line, which is
part of what contributes to the sharp performance from a standstill. I think C-Class is comfortable but its
mileage is less. There is no need to change the proportions," Lesnik says. The A4 and 3 Series are the more
hushed motorway cruisers, generating less wind and road noise than the C-Class. In fact, even with the
passenger seat back as far as possible, we still found the second-row to offer plenty of legroom. A kW charge
rate and faster charge times are impressive, sure, but as the E-Tron is the only one of these two to offer range
figures for the U. Audi: Well, this is easy. Performance As can be expected from such highly-regarded luxury
brands, both Mercedes-Benz and Audi offer vehicles that deliver incredible performance. The other exterior
highlights include attractive wheel designs inspired by traditional Mercedes models but modified for EQC
duty. These highly-desirable German luxury brands offer vehicles that deliver high-level performance, while
offering premium interiors with a wealth of luxurious amenities. While each brand offers a wide range of
vehicles with many different attributes â€” and specific vehicles that cater to different needs and desires â€”
we've focused on four things that really elevate Mercedes-Benz to the top of the luxury brand realm:
performance, technology, interior and commercials vehicles. But, while its 5. An upright screen actually helps
you more than a lying down one. That said, four adults can easily use the EQC for a road trip. At the bottom of
said console, there are a pair of lousy cup holders that serve as a reminder that Germany still struggles with the
concept that someone may want a beverage while driving. When the Model X SUV debuted later, it made the
same argument while adding an extra row of seats and a lot more usability. The changes to the Mercedes-Benz
C-Class are more subtle; this is a facelift of the car that arrived in  The next is a coupe that has a more slippery
figure, which you will see soon. The EQC plucks its main interfaces from other Mercedes products: the twin  I
have to travel a lot. This is an impressively comfortable, composed vehicle that will easily handle four adults.


